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Existing hay wall mount and stable enclosures to 
be removed

Blind windows removed 
allow for new windows 

New door opening 
formed

Existing timber staircase and 
balustrade to be removed

Existing hay wall mounts and stable enclosures to 
be removed. Hay wall mounts to be retained and 
reused within proposals. Existing timber structure 
to be retained

Existing window opening to be enlarged to 
allow for door access to rear of property

New door opening to be formed. 

Existing stable fixtures to be removed, 
saddle racks to be retained and reused 
within proposals

New openings formed within existing walls

Existing timber staircase, balustrades and 
side wall to be removed 

Existing door to be carefully removed and 
retained to be reinstalled

Existing stable door to be carefully removed 
and retained to be reinstalled. Glazing above 
to be removed

Existing door to be carefully removed and 
retained to be reinstalled

Existing door to be carefully removed and 
retained to be reinstalled

Existing hay feeder to be removed

Existing fireplace to be removed to allow for 
new staircase

Existing drains to be removed and replace 
within new landscape design for courtyards

Notes

To be demolished

Existing ground floors: existing ground floors to be removed, 
unless otherwise stated. Existing floor finishes to be retained 
and reused where possible

Existing first floors: existing modern chipboard timber floor 
covering to be removed, timber structure to be retained. Where 
lime ash floor is present, lime ash to be retained. 
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